Drive efficiencies in your council operations with the redesigned Authority Business Intelligence module (BIS). BIS is an intuitive BI application that utilises its smart analytical tools to enquire, analyse, report and budget against key organisational information.

The revamped BIS boasts an HTML5 front-end with all new customisable dashboard screens.

- View financial and non-financial data from different areas like Human Resources, Marketing, Finance, Assets, Rates & Valuations
- Track performance and outcomes for tangible benefits to your organisation
- Monitor council performance by setting alerts throughout the organisation
- User empowerment at all levels in the organisation
- See a top down view of key information, illustrating any hot spots or problem areas
- Reduce workload with pre-configured reports
- No need to write complex MS Excel queries, Crystal reports easily generate data
- Export reports for use in other applications, documents and presentations
- View saved reports on your screen in a graphical format to forecast trends for the year

Featuring a brand new, easy to use interface - the Authority BIS module equips councils with the tools required to turn data into insights and increase transparency across the organisation.

88% of surveyed respondents said that business intelligence would be useful or extremely useful to their organisation*.

*Report in collaboration with UTS:IPPS, Changing Landscapes: Digital Transformation - What do local councils need in the digital age?
Seven reasons to consider Authority Business Intelligence

1. Intuitive, responsive, and easy to use

Authority Business Intelligence has been completely redesigned to provide a full HTML 5 front-end. This means users now have a truly intuitive and mobile responsive platform. Ensuring you can engage with BIS whenever and wherever it is required.

2. Enhanced capability to gather more knowledge

Authority BIS now has a true web based interface that allows for secure distribution of information throughout the organisation. The new flexible analysis and reporting tool integrates with multiple business systems, resulting in rich dashboard screens that can be tailored for all types of users. The new design now incorporates intelligent widgets that can be tailored to each dataset to create smart dashboards.

3. Turn your data into insights, and your insights into actions

BIS equips you with a range of tools that makes it possible to measure the current level of performance against the expected. It helps you quickly analyse data at hand, allowing councils and local authorities to turn data into useful information, which in turn can be used to make critical decisions.

4. Complements other integrated applications

Authority BIS integrates with a range of third party applications, such as the Microsoft Office suite, MS Excel in particular.

Reports created in Authority BIS can be saved to a template, then formatted and modified within MS Excel. This allows the reports to use the information within BIS, but also take advantage of the report formatting capabilities of Excel.

5. Quick access to information

Pre-configured reports allow you to drill into financial and non-financial information. Manage all your customer requests, payroll and employee absence data, expenses and incomes, inventory balance data, costing information, employee checks, skills checks, etc. in a matter of clicks.
6. Agile Budgeting

Authority BIS allows your corporate budgeting methods to be created, entered, monitored and compared with current data from multiple core business systems - and other key corporate information stored in Authority.

This means that non-financial staff can have access to key operational information, without the need for access to the core business system, which makes the planning process more meaningful, and faster.

Authority Business Intelligence allows multiple budgets to be setup as well as managed through the budget cycle and can incorporate ‘multiple stage' budgeting as well as an approval process.

7. Data on the move

You don’t need to sit in front of your computer to generate reports. BIS (now in HTML5) is also designed for tablet devices.

This allows you to access reports or create new ones even when you’re on the go.

In our latest report in collaboration with UTS: Institute of Public Policy and Governance, 88% of local government respondents indicated that Business Intelligence would be useful or extremely useful to their organisation.

Visit civica.com to read our report in collaboration with UTS Changing Landscapes: Digital Transformation - What do local councils need in the digital age?
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